Canvas Resource Guide

- Canvas has an extensive list of resources for instructors & students: Canvasresourcehome page
- Unfamiliar with Canvas? Watch: CanvasOverviewvideotutorial
- More extensive training on Lynda.com: Learning Canvas 2018 training module and Canvas:

Thanks to the CETIS team for compiling the following list of targeted resources:

Announcements
- Announcements Overview Video Tutorial
- Add an Announcement Help Guide

Discussion Boards
- Discussion Board Overview Video Tutorial
- Creating a Discussion

Groups
- Groups: Creation & Management Video Tutorial
- Managing Groups Help Guides

Grading
- Gradebook Overview Video Tutorial
- SpeedGrader Overview Video Tutorial
- Using SpeedGrader Help Guide

Assignments
- Assignments Overview Video Tutorial
- Creating an Assignment Help Guide

Quizzes
- Quizzes Overview Video Tutorial

Lectures
- What is ARC?
- Recording a Video with a Webcam in ARC
- Recording a Screen Capture Video in ARC

Conversations (Like Email)
- Conversation Overview Video Tutorial
- Using Conversations Help Guide

Other Helpful Canvas Tools
- Canvas Teacher App Video Tutorial
- Canvas Community Overview Video Tutorial
- Chat Overview Video Tutorial
- Course Analytics Overview Video Tutorial
- Adding Course Content Video Tutorial